
Opening Operating Plan         
Sky Tavern Inc, 2021 Season 
Things are going to be a little different this coming season. While guidelines are coming constantly from the 
government agencies and the National Ski Area Association, most of what you will see at Sky Tavern has 
become just the way life is right now. We are just going to have to be flexible and adapt if we want to ski. 
Keep checking back for updates, or stay in the loop to all of our offerings by joining our emails from the 
website. 

When I say we, I mean we. Keeping the season open will take the effort of every skier and rider in the 
country. A single picture of a huge lift line with no masks could end the season for everyone. That picture 
could come from any place, even here. It is easy to imagine that those that make the rules don’t ski and 
have no clue that on the slope if you don’t want to be next to someone, turn. The outdoors are really big 
and even little Sky Tavern has more than enough room for everyone! We all follow the rules in the grocery 
store, we can do it at our own mountain, safely. 

DON’T BE THE REASON WE LOSE OUR SEASON 
This is the start of what changes you will see on the hill. It may change as we get closer, but all worth it for a 
smile from a kid that makes that first turn without falling. And if the fun goes out of all this, you let me 
know and we might just regroup for later but after I do everything I can to fix it. I also vow to be as open 
and transparent about what is going on, changes, and any other news. You deserve that for being part of 
something kids remember many years later because they grew up in Nevada. 



 Sign up and some orientation will be online. Orientation and instructor’s videos need to be produced. 
(PSIA added instructional videos to their website and a Sky Tavern orientation video is a work in 
progress.)

 Your car is your new lodge. 
 Face coverings indoors and out.
 The lodge will be set at 25% occupancy or less. Most of the tables will be removed. No homesteading 

those remaining tables.
 One way entrances and exits in the Lodge.
 Face coverings will be mandatory at all times while indoors and can be removed only for eating or 

drinking.
 Limited visits to your broken buddy in Ski Patrol.
 No stuff is stored in the lodge during the day. 
 Signage and reminders everywhere.
 Restrooms will need to be closed for frequent cleaning. Everything else wiped down all day long.
 Food service will be grab and go.  Order outside with our remote system and pick it up with zero wait 

time is the goal. ( There is a big plan just for the kitchen )
 Plexiglass shields for food service and POS. More ventilation.
 Sanitizing stations at all doorways.
 New outdoor seating will be at the bottom of the stairs and by Patrol. Other locations in the parking 

lot as needed plus your tailgate.
 Rentals will be done on-line followed by a fitting reservation.  One family at a time. No helmet or 

clothing rentals.
 Transactions to be done on-line or by card. We are building a refillable Sky Tavern gift card system.
 Buses will be on hold until further notice from WCSD. Bus kids can be dropped off.
 Check-in for kids and adults with scanning badges. Self checks with wellness apps.
 Thanks in part to new carpet lifts, everything will be organized across a much larger area in the base 

area without the waiting on the knob for an opening bell. Spread out!
 Lifts capacity on chairlift will be lowered.  If you want to ride alone, fine.
 Lift lines will be single file, tip to tail spacing with ghost lines between each line. The mazes will be 

the same width and twice as long. We have lots of signage.

What we may need to change: 
• Just about it all. 

 



SKI WELL, BE WELL
Let’s work together to ski and ride safely

“When I am on the mountain this 
winter, I will be wearing a face 
covering and I’ll be practicing 
social distancing – it’s the least 
I can do to keep our ski areas 
open and my community safe.” 
Mikaela Shiffrin, U.S. Ski Team, 2x Olympic gold 
medalist, 5x World Champion, passionate skier. 

We all want to ski and ride. And we all need to follow guidelines to 
maintain the health and safety of you, our guests, our staff and our communities.

We’re doing our part:
• Face coverings are required
• Physical distancing will be in effect
• Daily employee wellness checks
• Increased cleaning and disinfection
• Following state and local regulations

Here’s how you can help us:
• Plan ahead so you know what to expect
• Wear your face covering
• Follow distancing protocols
• Arrive together, ride together
• Stay home if you feel sick



Ski areas have hundreds of acres of wide 
open spaces

Ski lifts allow for constant airflow as they travel, 
with rides lasting an average of 7 minutes

Skiing and snowboarding gear keeps faces 
and hands covered

Skiers and riders show respect by leaving space 
between each other on the slopes.

Recreation is proven to improve mental health 
and physical wellness

SKIING AND SNOWBOARDING: 
Recreation with a low risk of transmission

Skiers and riders share many things: a love of the mountains, the feeling of freedom when cruising down runs, 
and making memories with family and friends. We are explorers. We are first-timers. We are powder chasers. 
We are first chair riders at our local hill. No matter who you are, we are all part of the outdoor community. 

So let’s be kind to one another. Respect yourself and others. Know that the actions we all take can affect our 
community. This is the contract of skiers and riders: take care of the environment, take care of yourself, take 
care of each other. 

WE ARE A COMMUNITY

SKI WELL, BE WELL   
LET’S WORK TOGETHER TO BE THE REASON WE HAVE A SEASON.
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